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Abstract
In order to overcome the problems in structural test in manufacturing 
we go through the functional test sequences. In this paper, we 
present a 8x8 multiplier testing using saboteurs and mutants in 
VHDL for the array multiplier with size 8*8.
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I. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a rapid increase in the use of 
computer based systems in areas where failure can cost lives 
and/or money, such as railway traffic control, aircraft flight, 
telecommunications, and others. This trend has led to a growing 
interest in the techniques for the validation of the fault tolerance 
properties of the systems and for the evaluation of their reliability. 
With the ever increasing speed of integrated circuits, violations 
of the performance specifications are becoming a major factor 
affecting the product quality level. The new deep sub micrometer 
technologies are increasingly sensitive to physical faults. These 
physical faults are due to external phenomenon and internal 
phenomenon. External phenomenon consists of faults like the 
transient faults or soft errors where as internal phenomenon 
consists of intermittent and permanent faults. This sensitivity 
implies not only a raise of the fault rate but also an increment of 
the likelihood of appearing multiple faults. For this reason, the 
dependability of systems must be analyzed.
This analysis can be done in two ways:

1. Error syndrome analysis
Its objective is to detect those parts of the system which are most 
sensitive to faults, and eventually, to choose the most suitable 
Fault-Tolerance Mechanisms (FTMs). 

2. Validation
The aim of the validation is to verify that the system and/or its 
built-in FTMs accomplish the design specifications in presence 
of faults. In dependability analysis, the objective can be either to 
verify the sensitivity to physical faults or validate the effectiveness 
of the FTMs of a simulation model (not necessarily synthesizable) 
of the system under analysis, by modifying the operation of the 
model at simulation time. It is essential for faults to be detected 
as early as possible in the manufacture of a system. A relationship 
known as ‘the rule of ten’ tends to apply as far as test costs are 
concerned. This rule is concisely put as follows:
If a chip test cost =$x, then once the chip is soldered into a printed 
circuit board with other components, test cost =$10x. Further, 
once that board is integrated into a system or equipment, then the 
test cost escalates by a further factor of ten to test cost equal to 
$100x.  Finally, a factor which is often over looked is that test 
cost may escalate by a further factor of ten when the equipment 
is in service in the field. It is thus essential to test at the chip level 
as comprehensively as possible.
Thus, chip design or fabrication mistakes can be very costly both 
in terms of time and money and, for a complex chip, lack of 
thought at the design stage may mean that it cannot be properly 

tested at all. Design for testability is an essential part of good 
design.Thus, if the dependability is analyzed at early phases of 
the design cycle then both time and money can be saved in the 
development process.

Fig.1: The Failure Region

A. Introduction To Fault Injection
A common experimental method to validate the dependability 
of a Fault Tolerant System (FTS) is fault injection. It is defined 
as the deliberate introduction of faults into a system (the target 
system).

1. Fault Injection Techniques

(i). Software Based Fault Injection
In this approach, logical faults are introduced in a prototype of 
the system and specific error conditions are injected to simulate 
software faults (internal, e.g., variable/parameters that are not 
initiated among others), as well as faults that occur in external 
components that interact with the tested application. Fault injection 
can be a valuable approach in component-based development, 
not only to validate components in isolation but also to validate 
their integration into a system. By introducing faults are errors in 
different components of a system, software-based fault injection 
involves the modification of the software execution on the system 
under analysis in order to provide the capability to modify the 
system state (both processor registers and memory) according to 
the programmer’s model view of the system.

(ii). Hardware Based Fault Injection
Hardware-based fault injection involves augmenting the system 
under analysis with specially designed test hardware to allow for 
the injection of faults into the system. Typically, these faults are 
injected at the Integrated Circuit (IC) pin level, though processors 
can sometimes be subjected to internal faults depending upon the 
test facilities built into the processor itself.

(iii).  Simulation Based Fault Injection
Simulation-based fault injection involves the construction of a 
simulation model of the system under analysis, including a detailed 
simulation model of processor in use. The simulation models are 
developed using a hardware description language such as the Very 
high speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language 
(VHDL).
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A hybrid approach combines two or more of the other fault injection 
techniques to more fully exercise the system under analysis. For 
instance, performing hardware-based or software-based fault 
injection experiments can provide significant benefit in terms of 
time to perform the fault injection experiments, can reduce the 
initial amount of setup time before beginning the experiments, 
and so forth.

2. Introduction to Fault Injection Based on VHDL
Classification of VHDL based fault injection techniques is given 
by the following figures: 

Fig. 2: VHDL based fault injection technique

Simulator commands technique is based on the use of simulator 
commands to modify the model signals and variables. Here their 
values or timing are modified without altering the VHDL code 
where as in the remaining techniques, the original VHDL code of 
the model is modified by either inserting saboteurs or mutating 
the components of the model. The techniques labeled as ‘Other 
techniques’ are implemented by extending the VHDL language, 
either by adding new data types and signals, or modifying the 
VHDL resolution functions. The new data types and signals 
defined include the fault behavior description. However, these 
techniques require developing ad hoc compilers and simulators, 
and introducing control algorithms to manage the language 
extensions.

3. Fault Injection In Other Fields
There are works related to fault injection with saboteurs and 
mutants in other areas like test or Field-Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA)-based fault emulation, although the objective of the study 
in each area is quite different.

(i). Testing
In testing, the aim of fault injection is to accelerate the test process 
by obtaining reduced test pattern lists injecting faults at higher 
abstraction levels, like register-transfer (RT) or system. A fault 
simulation tool has been developed for system models designed 
in Verilog at RT level. The purpose of this tool is not only to 
verify the model, but also to get the test pattern set that obtains the 
best correlation in the fault coverage between RT level and gate 
level. The modified model is then simulated with a commercial 
fault simulation tool called Verifault. A fault simulation tool is 
developed, but, in this case, it accepts VHDL models at system 
level. Another important difference with the earlier work is that 
the fault simulator developed performs the fault simulation by 
itself, instead of using a commercial fault simulator. Last, but not 
least, another important dissimilarity is the fact that the original 
model is mutated by inserting a special type of function able to 
alter the behavior of the system.

II. VHDL Based Fault Injection

A. Types

1. Fault Injection Using Simulator Commands
This fault injection technique is based on using the commands of 
the simulator at simulation time, in order to modify the value or 
timing of the signals and variables of the model.
Using simulator commands it is possible to inject transient, 
permanent, and intermittent faults. Though, there exists one 
restriction: due to the special nature of variables in VHDL, it is 
not possible to inject permanent faults in variables. This technique 
is the easiest one to implement and its temporal cost (to perform 
the simulation) is by far the lowest. However, the number of 
fault models that can be injected is smaller than with the other 
techniques

2. Fault Injection Using Saboteurs
A saboteur is a special VHDL component added to the original 
model. When activated, the mission of this component is to 
alter the value, or timing characteristics, of one or more signals, 
simulating the occurrence of a fault. During the normal operation 
of the system, instead, the component remains inactive. Saboteurs 
affect to the ports of the components in the model. Thus, this 
technique is applicable only to structural descriptions.

(i).  Insertion of saboteurs
This can be done in two ways: serial and parallel. This is shown 
in the figure below:

Fig. 3: Types of saboteurs. (a). Serial (b). Parallel

A serial saboteur interposes between a component input port (I in 
the fig. ) and its source signals (O in the fig. ) whereas a parallel 
saboteur is added as an additional source (S in the fig. ) of a given 
signal. Parallel saboteurs have two important drawbacks respect 
to serial. First, implementing them is noticeably more complex, 
because it is necessary to modify the data type of the signal affected, 
as well as the resolution function associated to the data type (a 
resolution function defines how values from multiple sources 
are resolved into a single value). Second, they allow injecting 
fewer fault models. For these reasons, their implementation has 
no special interest. So, in this project only serial saboteurs will 
be considered.

3. Fault Injection Using Mutants
A mutant is a component that replaces another component. While 
inactive, it works like the original component, but when it is 
activated, it behaves like the component in presence of faults.
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The mutation can be made in three ways:
(i). By adding saboteurs to structural model descriptions.
(ii). By modifying structural descriptions replacing sub-
components.
(iii). By modifying syntactical structures of behavioral 
descriptions.
There can exists lots of possible mutations in a VHDL model, 
so representative subsets of faults at logical and RT levels must 
be considered replacing the values of conditions in if and case 
statements (called stuck-then, stuck-else, dead clause, etc.), 
disturbing assignment statements (assignment control, global 
stuck-data, etc.), disturbing operators in expressions (micro-
operation, local stuck-data), etc.
Here we considered the following fault models

Stuck-Then: Replacement of the ‘if’ condition by true.• 
Stuck-Else: Replacement of the ‘if’ condition by false.• 
Assignment Control: Disturbing an assignment operation.• 
Dead Process: Elimination of the sensitivity list of a • 
process.
Dead Clause: Elimination of a clause in a case.• 
Micro-Operation: Disturbing an operator.• 
Local Stuck-Data: Disturbing the value of a variable, constant, • 
or signal in an expression.
Global Stuck-Data: Elimination of all value modifications of • 
a variable or signal in architecture.

Many of these fault models do not have a direct correspondence 
with physical faults, but they can show somehow an erroneous 
internal operation.

B.  Fault Injection Environment 
VFIT, a VHDL - based fault injection tool that applies several 
of the previously described techniques. In fact, only the other 
techniques group has not been implemented due to their excessive 
complexity. VFIT (VHDL - based fault injection tool) that runs 
on PC computers (or compatible) under Windows and is model-
independent. Although it admits models at any abstraction level, 
it has been mainly used on models at gate and RT levels.
With VFIT it is possible to inject faults automatically applying 
the simulator commands technique. It is also feasible to inject 
faults using saboteurs and mutants, but in this case, the injection 
process needs the intervention of the user because the insertion of 
the saboteurs and the generation of mutants are not automatic.
Table 1, Fault Models Injected By VFIT at Gate and RT Levels
It can inject permanent, transient, and intermittent faults. When 
applied to models at gate and RT levels, it uses a wide set of 
fault models that try to be representative of deep sub micrometer 
technologies (Table-1). This set surpasses the classical stuck-at 
(for permanent faults) and bit-flip (for transient faults).

1. Graphical User Interface
The experiment configuration is carried out through VFIT’s graphic 
user interface (GUI). Among other functions, this GUI allows the 
user to select a list of fault targets among all the possible targets in 
the model. The class of the fault targets eligible depends directly 
on the fault injection technique applied like model signals and 
variables for simulator commands; inputs and internal connection 
signals of the model components for saboteurs; and special VHDL 
sentences for mutants.

2. Injection Schedulers
It decides at a given time instant (injection instant), the value 
of one or several points of the system must behave in a wrong 

way. If it occurs once for a short time then it is simulating the 
occurrence of a transient fault, if it occurs for a short time but 
repeatedly then it is simulating the occurrence of an intermittent 
fault or permanently i.e. until the end of the simulation. 

3. Dependency
Wrong behavior of the fault targets means depends strongly on 
the injection technique used. In the case of simulator commands, 
the injection consists on modifying directly the internal value or 
timing of the fault target(s) by using the commands of a simulation 
language. When saboteurs are used, the injection consists on 
modifying directly the control lines that manage one or several 
saboteurs inserted in the original model. In this way, the saboteur(s) 
activated will propagate the affected lines with erroneous values 
or timing. When injecting faults with mutants, the, By means of 
simulator commands, an erroneous sentence will be “executed” 
instead of the correct one. During the simulation phase, VFIT 
automatically selects randomly a fault target from the list, and 
then, a particular fault model to inject on it. The output of an 
injection experiment can be either an error syndrome analysis 
or a validation.

III. Automating The Insertion Of Saboteurs

A. Previous Model

1.  Description
So far, VFIT can inject faults using serial saboteurs inserted 
manually in the design. The models of saboteurs implemented 
are as follows.

(i). Serial Simple Saboteur (SSS)
It interrupts the connection between an unidirectional local port 
of a component and its formal port, modifying either its value 
or its timing.

(ii). Serial Simple Bidirectional Saboteur (SSBS)
It has two bidirectional ports and a read/write (R/W) signal that 
determines the direction of the perturbation.

(iii). Serial Complex Saboteur (SCS)
It breaks the connection between two unidirectional local ports and 
their formal ports, modifying either their values or their timing.

(iv). Serial Complex Bidirectional Saboteur (SCBS)
It has two couples of bidirectional ports and a (R/W) signal that 
determines the direction of the perturbation.

(v). N-Bit Unidirectional Simple Saboteur (nUSS)
It applies to n-bit unidirectional buses (for instance, address 
and control). It has been implemented by means of a structural 
description, using n SSSs.

(vi). N-Bit Bidirectional Simple Saboteur (nBSS)
It is used with n-bit bidirectional buses (for instance, data and 
control), and it is composed by n SSBSs.

(vii). N-Bit Unidirectional Complex Saboteur (nUCS)
It applies to n-bit unidirectional buses, and it is composed by 
n/2 SCSs.
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(viii). N-Bit Bidirectional Complex Saboteur (nBCS)
It is used with n-bit bidirectional buses and composed by n/2 
SCBSs.

2. Controlling Inputs
Every saboteur is controlled by means of the following three 
inputs.

Fig. 4: Timing of fault injection

(i). Control, whose mission is the timing of the injection: its 
activation determines both the injection instant (tinj) and the 
fault duration  . It can be seen more clearly in the figure 
above.
(ii). Selection, that allows selecting the fault model to be 
injected.
(iii). R/W, which indicates, in the bidirectional versions, the 
direction of the perturbation.

3. Limitations
In this when new models were tried to be incorporated, some 
problems were found when using most adequately used saboteur 
models for automation. The main causes were the excessive 
number of saboteur models and the way they are implemented 
(by means of structural descriptions). 

B. Enhanced Model
The new models of saboteurs proposed are:

1. Unidirectional Serial Saboteur (USS)
It is the same model as the SSS in the previous set, although the 
USS allows injecting new fault models.

Fig. 5: Unidirectional Serial Saboteur

2. Bidirectional Serial Saboteur (BSS)
It is similar to the SSBS in the first set, but like in the previous 
case, the fault model set that can be injected has been extended. 
Also, it eliminates the R/W control signal.

Fig. 6: Bidirectional Serial Saboteur

3. N-Bit Unidirectional Serial Saboteur (NUSS)
This model replaces all the unidirectional multi-bit models in 
prior model set.

Fig. 7: N-Bit Unidirectional Serial Saboteur

4. N-Bit Bidirectional Serial Saboteur (nBSS)
It replaces all bidirectional multi-bit models in the former proposal 
and eliminates the R/W control signal.

Fig. 8: N-Bit Bidirectional Serial Saboteur

As the timing of Control and Selection input are identical, here 
an optimized version of these models is implemented in which 
the fault injection is managed only by Selection input. However, 
this reduced version has a negative aspect: only single faults and 
multiple faults in the domain of time can be injected. To inject 
faults in the domain of space, the original scheme must be used.

C. Comparison Of The Previous And Enhanced Models
1. All models have been implemented using behavioral descriptions. 
This simplifies greatly their code and, what is more important, 
also the code of the design including the saboteurs. Moreover, 
the -bit versions can be used for vectors of any length, because 
their length is defined by means of a generic parameter. Every 
time an n-bit saboteur is added to the model, the actual value of 
the generic parameter must be set.
2. The number of saboteurs has been reduced to ease their automatic 
insertion. Now, depending on both the length (1 bit or bits) and 
the mode (that is, the directionality) of the port sabotaged, only 
one model can be chosen.
3. The bidirectional versions have the capability of injecting the 
fault only in the direction that data flow. In this way, the R/W 
input used in the models of prior version is not needed anymore, 
thus reducing the overhead. In the reduced version used to inject 
single faults, without the Control input,
The spatial overhead is even more diminished.

D. Automatic Insertion Of Saboteurs
The insertion of saboteurs involves the following three actions:
1. Declaring the signals required to activate the saboteurs and to 
select the fault model to be injected;
2. Declaring the components of the saboteurs introduced;
3. Inserting the instances of the saboteurs, interposing between 
local and formal ports of the sabotaged components; this also 
implies declaring new signals to connect the saboteurs to local 
ports, and modifying the original mapping of ports.
The figure below shows an example of a sabotaged model. Shaded 
boxes and dashed lines in lower scheme represent the saboteurs 
and the connection signals added to the model, respectively. To 
simplify the scheme, the control signals (Control and Selection) 
have been omitted.
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Fig. 9: Example of perturbation of a model and distribution of 
saboteurs

IV. Automating The Generation Of Mutants
Injecting faults using mutants is quite more difficult. The main 
problem lies on the spatial overhead introduced due to the 
generation of the mutations of the model. Nevertheless, in modern 
computers the storage is not actually a problem, so implementing 
this technique is nowadays more feasible.

A. Previous Approach
VFIT can inject faults using mutants inserted manually in the 
design .In this sub section; the methods followed to implement 
this technique are described.

1. Implemented Approach
The first approach to implement mutant-based fault injection 
consists on generating multiple replicas of the architectures of 
all the components in the model, where every replica includes one 
modification (or mutation) in the VHDL code. Each modification 
corresponds to the injection of one fault. By means of the VHDL 
configuration mechanism (that is, the configuration statement), 
multiple versions (mutations) of the model can be generated. 
Also, there exists another configuration (without faults) that 
includes the original versions of all the model components.The 
injection consists on selecting and simulating one of the multiple 
mutated configurations of the model. Due to the static nature of 
the configurations, only permanent faults can be injected using 
this approach, and moreover, from the very beginning of the 
simulation. To fix this problem, a dynamic approach has been 
developed. It is based on the use of guarded signals together with 
the configuration mechanism. In this way, at simulation time it is 
possible to stop the simulation of the original version of the model, 
and restart it simulating a faulty configuration. By using a number 
of simulator commands, the status of the simulation (that includes 
the simulation time and the value of all the signals and variables 
of the model) of the original version of the model can be saved 
on a file, and the same status is restored in the simulation of the 
faulty configuration. With the dynamic approach it is possible to 
inject permanent, transient, and intermittent faults.

2.  Limitations
However, this implementation has a serious drawback: the 
synchronization (that is, saving and restoring the simulation status) 
between the simulation of the fault-free architecture and the faulty 
architecture involves an enormous temporal cost.

B.  New Praoposal
To avoid synchronizing simulations, a “brute force” is implemented. 
That is to generate a unique mutated version of the architecture used 
in the model that includes all the possibilities of mutation considered 
previously in the setup phase. Obviously, if no statement is selected 
to be mutated in a particular architecture, it is not necessary to 

mutate the component.In most cases, the modifications in the code 
are included by using if and case statements. The aim of this type 
of modifications is to allow choosing among the correct statement 
and multiple wrong versions. For this purpose, a new input port 
(called Selection) must be inserted in the interface of the entity. 
The mission of Selection port is to specify the particular mutation 
to be activated. The condition to activate one of the options is that 
the value of Selection coincides with the value specified in the 
selection statement. Another modification required is to declare 
a Fault Selection signal in the upper level of the model, which 
will be associated (mapped) to every local Selection port of the 
mutated components inserted, replacing the original ones. With 
this approach, also injecting faults becomes very easy.The new 
method reduces not only the temporal overhead, but also the 
spatial, as multiple entire replicas of the architecture are replaced 
by only one that includes all the modifications. However, some 
temporal overhead could be expected in the simulation time due 
to the higher complexity of the mutated model.

C. Automatic Generation Of Mutants
This new proposal to implement mutants is so simple that 
automating the generation of mutants of a given model is not 
complicated at all. Assuming that an injection tool has a parser, 
locating in the code the target statements to be mutated and 
replacing them with new ones is very easy.

V. Experimental Implementation
We implement saboteurs and mutants at gate level and Register 
level and check their results before and after implementation.

A. Gate Level Implementation
For this we consider a C17 test bench circuit which is a gate level 
circuit. We apply saboteurs and mutants independently to this C17 
circuit and verify the changes in the out put.
The C17 circuit is as follows:

Fig. 10: C17 Test Bench Circuit

For a given input the output of this circuit is observed and verified 
after applying saboteurs and mutants individually. The output 
waveform for a given input is provided in Fig.1.

1. Implementation of Saboteurs
As there are no memory elements present in the given circuit we 
just consider unidirectional saboteurs for the implementation. So, 
we consider insertion of a Unidirectional Serial Saboteur (USS) 
and a Unidirectional Serial Saboteur with an n-input (NUSS).
Here were consider 2-input element. We do implementation of 
saboteur in 3 steps.
Step 1: Inserting an USS element
USS element: We considered a not gate as the USS element. A 
not gate performs inversion operation. The truth table for a not 
gate is as follows.
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INPUT OUTPUT

0 1

1 0

We place this not gate along the signal ‘H’ i.e. between the nand 
gate with inputs A, C and H, M. Now the obtained output is verified 
with the actual output.
Step 2: Inserting an NUSS element
NUSS element: This element is not an already existing gate. In 
this project we define this gate as follows:

INPUT OUTPUT

00 01

01 10

10 11

11 00
Fig.11: Truth Table of NUSS Element

We insert this element along the signals ‘M’ and ‘O’ i.e. between 
nand gates with inputs (B, J), (K, G) and (H, M), (N, O). After 
insertion we observe the outputs obtained.
Step 3: Insertion of both USS and NUSS
We apply both the USS and NUSS elements to the circuit and the 
obtained output is compared with the original output.
The insertion of these signals is done with the help of control and 
selection signals associated with each of the elements.
The output wave forms of these steps are shown in fig. 2, fig. 3, 
fig. 4.
In coding we insert both USS and NUSS components by 
giving:
Control1=1, selection1=1;
Control2=1, selection2=1;

2.  Implementation of Mutants
Mutants Implementation here is done by replacing a ‘nand’ gate 
with a ‘nor’ gate. Each nand gate in the original C17 circuit is 
replaced by a ‘nor’ gate individually and then the obtained output 
is observed and finally we decide by replacing which nand gate 
the system tends to be sensitive to faults. 

B. Register Level Implementation
In this operation is done on register values. This is adopted when 
a prototype or circuit diagram are not available. At gate level we 
did operation on single bit inputs where as here we go for an n-bit 
input. Here the value of n can be changed as needed and thus 
can be applied in a generalized format to circuits with different 
number of input bits provided the purpose of usage is the same.  
Here we consider the purpose a sorting. For a given number of 
inputs with n number of bits each, this is used to sort the data 
in an ascending order. We apply Saboteurs and mutants to this 
program and verify the changes in the output by comparing it with 
the original outputs obtained. 

1. Implementation of Mutants 
Here we apply the Stuck then and stuck else faults. In this process 
we replace an ‘if’ condition by an ‘else’ condition or vice versa 

to inject fault in the system. In this sorting program the sorted 
output is obtained by comparing two numbers and by performing 
swap operation when ever needed. Thus we apply stuck then and 
stuck else faults to these swap operations thus injecting a fault 
into the system.

2.  Implementation of Saboteurs
Here some of the inputs given to this sorting are given from a 
C17 circuit applied with saboteurs. Thus here a fault is injected 
by applying a saboteur applied C17 circuit to the sorting program. 
Thus the output obtained is verified with the original output.

VI. Results

A. Multiplier

B. Sorting

C. Final
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D. Final with fault detected

VII. Conclusion
In this project, we introduced new methods to implement and 
use saboteurs and mutants into VHDL models. The new models 
of saboteurs fix some problems of ambiguity that the previous 
approach had. These problems prevented their automatic insertion. 
Moreover, the new models have been implemented in such a way 
that they diminish the overhead, by reducing the number of signals 
required to manage bidirectional saboteurs. Another enhancement 
respect to prior models is that they allow injecting more fault 
models.The advantages of the new proposal to implement mutants 
are especially relevant: it is easy to automate and reduces notably 
the spatial overhead. But its main success is to shrink considerably 
the temporal overhead. These saboteurs and mutants have been 
applied to example circuits at gate level and register level. Thus 
their output waveforms have been observed using Simulation by 
Model Sim-6.2g. 
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